BHA TNAGAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PASCHIM VIHAR
CLASS VIII
SESSION 2019-20
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Dear Students,
Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere.
2019 Summer Holidays are here. We wish that you enjoy your vacations and learn through
your surroundings and experiences and make the most out of these vacations.
~ Inculcate habits to help, understand, greet, pray.
~ It's the time for a lot of happiness with parents, relatives and friends.
~ Unravel the artist in you - Invest your time on your hobbies, you can turn the heat!
~ Stay fit, Stay healthy - Develop the spirit of sportsmanship, eat healthy and drink lots
of water.
~ Save Environment - Minimize the wastage of water, fuel and electricity.
~ Be a proud Indian- Learn things about your country, visit museums and monuments
The attached Holiday's Homework is designed to help you learn and enjoy. You may do it
in sheets and prepare subject wise folders.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
ENGLISH:
Q1. Cheer up someone's world! Find poems on the theme of kindness ,egSomebody's
mother by Mary Do Brine; Sympathy by Charles Mackey, Postcardby Helen Steiner
Rice. Compose your own poem and illustrate it on an A4 sizesheet.
Q2. Unleash your writing skills and pen down your thoughts on any famous SouthKorean
Personality, who inspires you, in about 150 to 200 words. Your creativity may win you an
awesome prize. You may submit your entry typed or handwritten. Put on your thinking
caps and participate in 7th Korea-India Friendship, essay competition 2019.You may be
inspire yourself by reading biographies of a South Korean Athlete, Actor, Technocrat,
Business icon, Singer, Social Worker, Scientist, Author or any other achiever.
Q3. Roald Dahl said "If you are going to get anywhere in life you have to read a lot of
books" Let's enrich our language by reading any famous works of Roald Dahl like - MatildaJ
The BFG I Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Design a colourful book cover and write its
Summary and describe a character who inspired you.
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MATHS:
Ql. Multiply the additive inverse and multiplicative inverse of( ~)
Q2. By what number should we multiply ~ to get 24?
3

Q3. Find the length of one of its diagonal of a rectangle whose sides are 10cm and 24cm
Q4. In a parallelogram FIST, f'md angles SFT, QST and STO.
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Q5. Find the value of x and y in the following parallelogram.

Q6. The ratio between exterior and interior angle of a regular polygon is 1:5. Find the number of sides
of the polygon.
Q7. The adjacent angles of a parallelogram are (2x-4)Oand (3x-l)o. Find the measure of all the angles
of the parallelogram.
Q8. The sum of 3 consecutive numbers is 156. Find the number which is a multiple of 13 out of these
numbers.
Q9. Find a number whose fifth part increased by 30 is equal to its fourth part decreased by 30.
QI0. Sum of the digits of a two digit number is 11. The given number is less than the number obtained
by interchanging the digits by 9. Find the number.
Q11. Find the value ofthe variable
a) 4(3p+2) -5(6p-l) = 6(p-8)-6(7p-4)
b) 3t+5 -1 = 4t-3
4

5

c) 1-(x-2)-[(x-3)-(x-l)] =0
d) 0.16(5x-2) = 0.4x+7
Q12. There are 40 passengers in a bus, some with Rs.3 tickets and remaining with Rs.I0 tickets. The
total collection from these passengers is Rs.295. How many passengers have tickets worth Rs. 3.
Q13. Use distributiveproperty to simplify
a) ~ X 35 + ~ X 10
5

b)

24

5

~X[17 _21]
7

16

4

Q14. The cost of ~ metre of wire is Rs.

1~1 ,find

the cost of 15m of wire.

Q15. Verify aX(bXc)= (aXb)Xc
-1
1
a) a=1 , b=--2' c=-4
231

b) a- 3 ' b=- 7 ' c- 2
Q16. PQRS is a trapezium in which PQ is parallel to SR, angle P=130o, angle Q=110o.Find angle R
Q17. Two sticks each of length 7cm crossing each other such that they bisect each other at light angle.
Which shape is formed by joining the end points of their end points? Give reason.
Q18. Find the measure of each angle of a regular octagon.
Q19. If ~ subtracted from a number and the difference is multiplied by 4, the result is 5. What is the
number?
Q20. ACTIVITY:In a class of 60 students, 28 play hockey, 33 play cricket and 14 play none of these
games. Draw vein diagrams to fmd
i) How many students play both the game?
ii) How many students play hockey only
iii) How many students play cricket only.
Make this activity in the HHW notebook only using coloured papers
NOTE: SOLVE THESE QUESTIONS IN A SEPARATE THIN NOTEBOOK AND COVER IT
WITH PINK COLOUR

SCIENCE:
BIOLOGY1) Create your own cross - word puzzle of 10 words (down/across) on the terminology related to'The
Cell'.
2) Project on BIODIVERSITY
a) Visit a park in your locality
b) Locate different types of plants and animals/birds/insects in the field (any 10), take their
photographs.
c) Find their common names, scientific names and importance
d) Make an a1bum/collage/chart/ppt/table calendar with the collected information.
e) Also mention i) what are the threats to these plants and animals
ii) What can you do to save flora and fauna of your surrounding?

SOCIAL SCIENCE:

A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

Make a project on any Natural Disaster - Earthquakes or Cyclones using only A4 sheets
approximately 8 -10 pages. It should consist of the following:
Cover page
Index
Acknowledgement
Introduction
Causes, precautions and case study
Bibliography

COMPUTERS:

Create an informative and colourful poster on the topic "Digital India" In any softwarelApp of
your choice.Get the coloured print of it on an A4 size sheet.
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FRENCH
Read any short French fairy tale and list the following things in English in your French notebook:
•
•
•
•
•

Title of the story
Author of the story
Name of the characters
Summary of the story in 5-6 sentences.
Moral of the story

GERMAN
Read any short German fairy tale and list the following things in English in your German notebook:
•
•
•
•
•

Title of the story
Author of the story
Name of the characters
Summary of the story in 5-6 sentences.
Moral of the story

